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Question 1
Question Type: Hotspot

Your customer wants to receive emails When a hardware event occurs on their HPE proLiant Gen10 server.

Click where you can find the iLO management interface to set this option.





Answer: 

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A customer needs Help setting up their bootable logical drive/volume, checking online drive firmware activation readiness, and managing

device identification LEDS

What HPE tool should you recommend?

Options: 
A- smart storage Administrator

B- Integrated Smart Update Tool

C- HPE OneView

D- Service pack for ProLiant



Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
the HPE Smart Storage Administrator (SSA) is a web-based application that helps you configure, manage, diagnose, and monitor HPE

ProLiant Smart Array Controllers and now other storage devices as well, such as host bus adapters (HBAs), HPE Storage controllers,

and future devices such as SCSI Express drives, and SAS switch devices.

Some of the features of the HPE SSA include:

Creating a bootable logical drive

Checking online drive firmware activation readiness

Managing device identification LEDs

Configuring drive erase

Creating and managing arrays and logical drives

Viewing controller and drive status and health information

Updating controller firmware



Question 3
Question Type: Hotspot

Review the exhibit.

Click where you can access intelligent provisioning.





Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

your customer requires a server that can support a database Of 5TB to run in memory.

Which HPE server family should you recommend?

Options: 
A- DL385 Gen10 plus v2

B- APollo 4510 Gen10 Plus V2

C- DL560 Gen10

D- DL345 Gen10 Plus

Answer: 



C

Explanation: 
HPE ProLiant DL560 Gen10 Server is a high-density, 4P server with high performance, scalability and reliability.It supports up to 6 TB of

memory with 48 DIMM slots and up to 12 TB of memory with 96 DIMM slots when using HPE Persistent Memory2. This means that it

can support a database of 5 TB to run in memory.

Question 5
Question Type: Hotspot

You connect to the compute ops Management (COM) through the Green lake Cloud Platform dashboard. The server you want to

manage is missing

Click where you can add the server so it appears in the CoM.

https://www.hpe.com/in/en/servers/server-options.html
https://www.hpe.com/in/en/servers/server-options.html
https://www.hpe.com/in/en/servers/server-options.html


Answer: 

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which new feature is provided by the Storage Management utility v4?

Options: 
A- autonomic

B- automatic file classification

C- automatic installation of new recommended firmware versions

D- easy switching of active firmware versions

Answer: 
D



Explanation: 
one of the topics covered in the module 4 of the Implementing HPE MSA Storage Solutions course is ''Explain the firmware update

process on MSA''. This suggests that the firmware update is a maintenance task that can be performed with the Storage Management

utility v4.

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A customer who is new to HPE wants to refresh the hardware infrastructure for their VMware environment. Before meeting the customer,

you need to perform an assessment to get a better of their environment

Which HPE tool should you use?

Options: 
A- OneView

B- CloudPhysics



C- GreenLake QuiCk Quote

D- InfoSight

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
CloudPhysics is a tool that provides a comprehensive assessment of VMware environments and helps identify opportunities for

optimization and modernization. CloudPhysics can also generate a ready-to-order bill of materials for HPE solutions based on the

customer's workload requirements.

The other options do not seem to be suitable for performing an assessment of a VMware environment.OneView is a tool for managing

HPE servers, storage, and networking2.GreenLake Quick Quote is a tool for creating quotes for HPE GreenLake services3. InfoSight is

a tool for monitoring and managing HPE storage systems.

https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2019/08/the-vsphere-assessment-tool-is-here.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2019/08/the-vsphere-assessment-tool-is-here.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2019/08/the-vsphere-assessment-tool-is-here.html
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